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On the face of it there should be States other than this more
suited for illustrations of this topic. I had, indeed, thought of
holding it over until I got to Tennessee. But, although there
is a pleasant open-air market in Memphis, priority seems to
belong to New Jersey for two reasons. The first is the superior
antiquity of their nursery-garden traditions. Settled later
than the more Southern States it had, before settlement, its
Dutch populations who much more than any English early
immigrants understood the ways of the difficult art. It is
true that they were driven out by the English and re-drove
them out and the struggle went on for a long time, being in
the south of the State complicated by incursions of the
Pennsylvanian Dutch and Mr. Perm's Quakers. And it is
true that North New Jersey is climatically a little too outside
the Great Route to make the perfect illustration of Small
Producing at its best. But the Southern part of the State is
geographically well within the Mason and Dixon Line and
is climatically as admirable for the market-gardener's
purpose as you could need. So that with relative ease it
supplies Philadelphia with truck, dairy products, poultry,
and all the other staples of the small man, the North of the
State doing it only difficultly for New York, so that its
larger scale truck-men feel, as I have said, more and more
the competition of the South of the State. On the other hand,
the Small Producer, even in the North, holds his own very
well even in among the factory chimneys and the collapsing
factories. And that gives me exactly the illustration that
I want.
§
For New Jersey has another, an historic, claim to the market-
garden hegemony, not merely of this country but of the
world. It is that its first governor at his installation marched
from his ship to his seat of office, bearing on his shoulder not
any arm or token of viceroyalty, but just a hoe. Just that .
and meant it. I do not believe that any land the world over
could show a like fact among its annais nor that any other
new ruler from Tamberlane to Mr« Mussolini ever did tie like.

